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Maldives nestled in the Indian Ocean is outstandingly gifted by the natural beauty. It is an tempting
tourist destination with vast stretches of coral islands, pristine water lagoon, immaculate beaches
beautifully dotted by the swaying coconut trees, exotic island resorts, trendy cool hotels and resorts,
Maldives offer truly unique holiday experience to its guests. Offering plethora of options to enjoy
vacation with an outstanding experience of lifetime, the sun-kissed beaches, pristine island
destinations, water sports and activities, exhilarating adventures, picturesque sightseeing spots,
cultural beauty, hospitable people, traditional dance and music, luscious delicacies, outstanding
hospitality and the balmy climatic conditions tempt tourists to this paradise.

Breathtaking Scenarios

Maldives is a treasure trove calling for vacationers, nature lovers and adventure seekers from
around the globe. Witness specks of emerald greens enveloped by sparkling turquoise waters like
sprinkled beads in the ocean, white powdery crystal sand beaches, tall verdant palms swaying,
pristine coral reefs and some of the most incredible underwater marine life on our planet. The island
is formed with many deep blue vast expanse of the Indian Ocean and more than a thousand islands
and thousands more reefs. Booking Cheap Maldives Holidays appease your senses amidst the
romantic dunes that adorn these islands. This is surely a heavenly place that calls for admirers from
all nooks and corners of the world. Witness the surf and sun and where paradise meets reality. Opt
from one of the ninety resorts islands across the Maldives. Explore everything what the amazing
tropical wonderland has to offer. Being a low-lying coral island Maldives is formed on an archipelago
of 26 major atolls, therefore boasting of many pictorial panoramas and living up to its praises
enticing many travellers from around the world to book Maldives Holiday Packages.

Thrills for Adventure Enthusiasts

The paradiscial Maldives apart from offering numerous tourist attractions, picturesque cityscape,
verdant verdure, azure lagoons, palm-fringes and sandy beaches, jade and crystalline waters is the
heaven for seeking adventures that exhilarate senses for tourist booking Maldives Holidays. Head to
the endless chains of water sports, that gives adrenalin rush with activities including Parasailing
which is a great way to explore the scenic splendour of the islands and the vistas of coral and
waters beyond them. Also try scuba diving and snorkelling in the tropical waters of the Maldives
vibrate with exotic marine life and abundant coral reefs. Tourists can explore the various diving sites
like the Victory Wreck, Mushimasmingili Thila (Shark Thila), Guraidhoo Corner, Kuda Rah Thila
(Broken Rock) and Banana Reef thus making the most of the Maldives Holiday Packages. If you like
lazing along the serene environment while fishing, also trey out windsurfing along the waves of the
sapphire crystal sea.

Rejuvenating in the Paradiscial Ambiance

Each of the islands of Maldives is blessed with its green vegetation and secluded setting is a natural
spa in its own right, it is designed to soothe, caress, and heal the couples who have escaped to
spend a healthy beginning of their relationship. Many traditional healing methods have been used
by hakeembe (healing experts) and have been incorporated into special spa programs in the
Maldivian islands offering world-class treatment to its guest accompanied with Cheap Maldives
Holidays.
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